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About This Content

Feel the heart of Yafaniel with this Deluxe Pack! Game not included.

Includes the following digital goodies:
• Original Soundtrack
• Digital Card Gallery

• Rough Sketches Art Book
• 6 PC Wallpapers
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Title: Monster Monpiece - Deluxe Pack
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
COMPILE HEART, IDEA FACTORY
Publisher:
Idea Factory International
Release Date: 14 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 (64-bit)

Processor: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 3 GHz Intel i3 or equivalent

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Caution: ATI Mobility Radeon HD 5xxx, 1GB VRAM 5000 series, AMD processor may not work properly
with this game.

English,Japanese
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I love this game. I think it's the successor to the Panzer General Series and better in every aspect. This is my third DLC for this
game, I'll probably buy the rest eventually but I had to have this one because it's the Eastern Front. Had to have it. I played the
first battle last night, it took me three hours and I lost....however, I almost won. I had to maintain control of 4 objectives \/ cities
and on turn 17 in a 20 turn scenario, I screwed up and moved a garrison of 3 units north of one objective, the Soviets parachuted
3 or 4 airborne infantry into that objective and screwed me out of the victory. I
was\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to say the least, a little disgusted, but after I slept on it I had to admit
the next day that I was challenged and I had fun even though I lost. The Russians are more relentless than the Japs and they
never stop coming at you. So if you buy this DLC, bring your A game or prepare to be educated. Slitherine publishes the best
wargames. They are unchallenged in this genre. I would really like to see them tackle a Strategic version of WW2 to take out
Paradox and their overly complicated, simplisticly designed, repetitive and difficult to grasp Hearts of Iron series. Turn based
instead of real time. Paradox has been milking that Clausewitz engine since the early 2000's. They need some competition and it
would be great for us PC wargamers too. I would prefer to play this game than Hearts of Iron IV.. "Marine Forces soldier" Wtf
guys? Are you trying to\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off Marines? Let me lend you a hand.

Marine Corps --- Marines
Army --- Soldiers
Navy --- Sailors
Air Force --- Airmen
Coast Guard --- Coast Guardsman (or Coasties)

The only reason I'm liking this content is for my old digital cammies. UNF*CK YOURSELF UBISOFT. I love the developer..
Greate platformer. It's a pretty good game to play with my girlfriend. We like challanges agains each other.
It has good price for a puzzle game.
The only problem is there is no info about score system so i couldn't understand it.

8\/10. The game is fun, but there is no players out there so....

Wouldn't recommend to buy this game, you will search for a game for hours..... was on first mission where you're a criminal,
losed because shot a civialian 10/10. The game needs work. I'd recommend playing The Guild 2 instead. Its like impossible to
earn money in this game. You're in a constant state of desperation for money because its so hard to earn money. While TSS is
not quite my favorite DROD game or a good entry point into the series, it is no doubt the best one as a pure puzzler and by all
rights one of the biggest and best pure puzzle games ever made as well as a fantastic culmination to the series.
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Didn't have all the tracks I was looking for, which is a shame, but I could not be happier. The tracks convey the game's
ambience very powerfully and it was so worth the money.. cute and simple 6\/10. My grandmother died because of a mix of
dementia and old age last summer, I only visited her twice in the span of four- to six years. Now it's too late for me to visit her.

I love this game, it made me feel like a horrible person, but I simply didn't have the heart to see my grandmother in such a
terrible state. I'm so sorry.

The novel's full of simplistic, but still good, symbolism. Such as the different emperors of Memoria (pretty obvious ...), and of
course, the characters that the main character interacts with through the story.

 The ending can be interpreted in different ways, either as an afterlife or the main character's last dream before his death.

I recommend this novel if you want to think while reading it, maybe about the past, just like the main character. It can be
finished in an hour, maybe even less, but it will be worth it.. I picked this game up on a whim a while back, played about an hour
and didn't touch it for a long time. My first impression was that it was mediocre, kind of confusing on how you're supposed to
play it and not very fun. I recently came back to it and decided to play it through to the end, and having done so, my opinion of
the game has changed considerably.

The one big flaw with 1000 Amps is that the basic mechanics and general structure of how the game works and is supposed to
be played can be hard to understand at first. I especially found the mechanics of how the Teleport ability exactly works difficult
to grasp and had to look it up. I'm pretty sure the game explains it, but obviously not clearly enough for some.

However, once you grasp the basics, the game starts to get pretty fun. When you understand Teleport, it gets a lot more
interesting. And when you get the Sonar upgrade, the game really takes off. It's very Metroid-vania in that you're given an open
world with areas you'll have to return to once you get a new ability. The game is actually very cleverly designed and is quite a lot
of fun once you get into it.

7\/10. 8\/10 Affordable Game With 5-Star Rated Japanese Mature Game Quality. So wizards are fun, and crafting is also fun.
but can wizards craft? or are we crafting wizards? Even more important than this however: Is this a good game? read below to
find out instead of reading through this nonsense and you'll see what I think.

Pros:
-The gameplay is quite fun and can be enjoyable watching your peasants running around doing their jobs.
-Automation is indeed a thing. tear through resources and march out troops all without pressing a single button once it's finally
set up. you still have to control the troops, so don't get lazy.
-The graphics look fairly nice. I'm not a graphics \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, but it fits the gameplay style.

Ok, this section is a little empty in comparison, but honestly there's not much to say. It's got good points, but the bad points are a
bit bigger and it's currently 1:13 for me. give me a break.

Cons:
-Controls are a bit messed up and not what you'd expect. For example the hotkey responses for the stone and iron mine are
switched around. Also the champion comes prepared with a portable cannon for some reason. How he turns swords, shields and
gold into a god damn cannon I will never know. Maybe he's a wizard.
-Not much information is given about this game at all. it throws you in and says "have fun!". This can be enjoyable for games
like dark souls however this is an rts, and I'd expect a bit more of a tutorial for hotkeys, controls etc. Even if it's just a side bar.
-Difficulty is off the scale! Again, it works perfectly well for dark souls, however I can't get past mission 1 on casual. I'm
figuring out how to train knights and bowmen, and at 20 minutes or so the enemy is engaging me with dragons, magicians and
mounted archers. I tried it again just to check on normal difficulty, and they do the same stuff. practically zero difference.

Score: 7\/10
Reason:
Like I said above, the game is fun. However I do believe a little more refinement and testing should go into this game before
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being sold like this. Hotkeys, Difficulty, Tutorial etc. should all be in a game such as this.
I will point something out I've noticed recently however. What is it with developers using unity to code real time strategy
recently? I mean it works but for a 2d game, there are a few programs out there that could make the game a bit better. Just an
idle thought.. I was not expecting such an exhaustive experience. The gameplay is so intense that I have to do a 5min pause
between each game. This is really fun tho.. TotalBiscuit was right, this game is bloody difficult.

I have a VERY short amount of gameplay on this, but figure I'd give a review for anyone looking AFTER playing RoR2.

I love Risk of Rain 2. I love this game. Both are fantastic. This game is easily the hardest of the two.

I highly recommend picking this up because it has such a different gameplay feel to it. Just be ready to die. A lot.
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